Harry OʼDonovan

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
Welcome to the 23rd Chicago Irish Film Festival.
It’s been two years since last we gathered to
celebrate Irish film and much has changed
in the world, but Irish storytelling remained
strong, and this year’s stories are a testament to
the filmmaker’s commitment to the art and the
creative process and I for one am truly grateful.
One of the most momentous changes for the
festival was to connect with our audience last
year, when theatres were closed, through virtual
screenings, and so this year we will celebrate on
screens big and small as we hope to continue
to grow the audience Irish filmmaking and
storytelling truly deserves.
If there was one word to describe this year’s
festival films, for me it would be escapism: escaping into the Dublin
Mountains, the crashing waves on the Wild Atlantic Way, the busy
streets of Cork and Dublin, to small farms, empty houses and history
crisscrossing Ireland as we escape psychotic killers, bike thieves, The
Troubles and the pull of family and tradition. And although we maybe
escaping into someone else’s vision it isn’t hard to imagine ourselves in
many of the stories, reflecting on our own choices throughout the years,
learning new things about ourselves and connecting in new ways to the
world.
Each year the festival is grateful for the extraordinary support of it’s
Board of Directors, its hard-working and committed Advisory Board,
the herculean work contributed by its staff, the incredible loyalty of its
sponsors and donors, and the enthusiasm of its audiences and there
will never be enough words to express how much we appreciate your
endorsement of the festival. But our sincere thanks, as always, goes
to the filmmakers for their hard work and commitment to the art of
storytelling without which there would be no festival.
We hope you enjoy this year’s new voices, new stories.
Jude Blackburn
Festival Director
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CULTURAL SPONSORS & PARTNERS
The Chicago Irish Film Festival would like to thank and acknowledge
our sponsors and partners. Without their generous support,
the 23rd Chicago Irish Film Festival would not be possible.

Presenting Sponsors

Cultural Sponsors

Chicago Cultural Sponsors

Program Partner

Supporting Irish Heritage
The Chicago Irish Film Festival is a partner of IFI International.
The programme, run by the Irish Film Institute and supported by Culture Ireland, aims to
strategically build an audience for Irish film through worldwide cultural exhibition.
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OPENING NIGHT FILM
THURSDAY | MARCH 3,2022 | THEATRE ON THE LAKE
6:30PM RECEPTION | 8:00 PM WELCOME AND SCREENING

DOINNEAN Midwest Premier
Director: Damian McCann | Writer: Aislinn Clarke | Producers: Michael Hewitt, Dermot Lavery,
Christopher Myers |Cast: Peter Coonan, Bríd Brennan, Clare Monnelly, Seán T. Ó Meallaigh
Cinematography: Damien Elliott, Angus Mitchell | Editor: Sorcha Nic Giolla Mhuire
Music: Mark Gordon, Charlie Graham, Richard Hill | 2021, 95 mins
Director Damian McCann will attend
Tomás (Peter Coonan) is a successful
television producer specializing in
investigative journalism that over the years
has made many enemies in Dublin’s criminal
underworld. In search of peace and quiet,
he and his wife Siobhán take their baby son
Oisín to their holiday home on a remote
island off the north-west coast of Ireland.
There they keep to themselves, avoiding
interaction with the islanders, living a very
quiet life. But early one morning, Tomás
receives an urgent call from work and must

return to the mainland, leaving Siobhan
and Oisín on the island. When he returns
home later that day he finds that they are
both missing so in desperation Tomás seeks
the help of the island’s retired policewoman,
Labhaoise (Bríd Brennan). With warnings of
an approaching storm, Labhaoise organizes
a search party of islanders and the next
morning they make a grisly discovery – but
it is not what they expected to find and the
storm is getting closer.

“…the film is always intriguing, never boring and quite captivating at times.” Film Ireland
“An Irish-language mystery full of twists and an excellent turn by Brid Brennan.” Screen Daily
“…arresting visuals and immersive sound design place audiences right in the thick of the
windswept, sea-locked location’s rural beauty.” Irish News
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CLOSING FILM
SUNDAY | MARCH 6, 2022 | THEATRE ON THE LAKE
3:30 PM WELCOME FOLLOWED BY SCREENING

RÓISE & FRANK Midwest Premier
Writer: Rachael Moriarty, Peter Murphy | Producer: Cúán Mac Conghail |
Cast: Bríd Ní Enchain, Cillian Ó Gairbhí, Lorcan Cranitch, Ruadhán de Faoite
Cinematography: Peter Robertson | Editing: Mary Crumlish, Colin Campbell
Music: Colm Mac Con Iomaire | 2021
It’s been two years since Róise lost her
husband Frank. Isolated in grief she has
cut herself off from family and community.
Then one day the arrival of a mysterious
dog, who seems intent on connecting with
Róise, heralds a huge change, but is it
for the better? The dog loves hurling and
steaks, has a favorite armchair and an
aversion to their neighbor, Donncha. Róise
quickly comes to the conclusion that this
dog is her beloved Frank, reincarnated.
While her son worries that his mother has
lost her mind, the local community seem
to embrace the idea of Frank’s return,
especially as he coaches a shy local kid to
become a star player and ensure success
for the school team. Róise is happy once
more but is there a real future for her with
a dog-husband?
Irish Language w/ subtitles

ALSO SCREENING

MAM’S OLD CHAIR
Sheena Walsh

A story about community, memories and
the joy that can be garnered from a simple
object. The chance find of an old chair
highlights how locally sourced items can be
recycled and reused for generations.

AN IRISH GOODBYE
Tom Berkley, Ross White

A black comedy following the reunion of
estranged brothers Turlough and Lorcan after
the untimely death of their mother and Lorcan’s
desire to complete her unfulfilled bucket list of
wishes…all one-hundred of them.
PROGRAM TRT: 114 mins

“Grief is universal but how we deal with it is individual” director Rachel Moriarty
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CLASSIC IRISH FILM
SUNDAY | MARCH 6, 2022 | THEATRE ON THE LAKE
1:00 PM WELCOME FOLLOWED BY SCREENING

BLARNEY
Director: Harry O’Donovan | Writer: Harry O’Donovan | Producer: Harry O’Donovan
Cast: Jimmy O’Dea, Noel Purcell, Myrette Morven, Hazel Hughes, J.H. Edwin,
Rodney Malcomson | Cinematography: L.S. Parker, C.M.P. Richards
Editing: Tilly Day | Music: Dermot Macmurrough | 1938, 77 mins
The 1938 comedy classic features muchloved Irish actor Jimmy O’Dea as a hapless
cough-medicine salesman working along
the Irish Border. He runs into trouble when
he encounters a pair of jewel thieves and
accidently switches suitcases. High jinks
ensue and a cross-border rivalry plays out
between a southern garda and a northern
RUC man for the love of a local girl,

while everyone searches for the missing
jewels. Shot in the County Louth villages
of Carlingford and Greenore, the film uses
the border as a playful plot device. On
the centenary of the enactment of partition
(May 2021), the film is an intriguing
artefact of cultural heritage which displays
stoic attitudes to the existence of the border
itself.

Thank You to the Irish Film Institute for sharing this digitally
restored classic which was one of the first celluloid comedies
to be made in Ireland and for its work in preserving Irish
culture and history one frame at a time.
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VIRTUAL ACCESS MARCH 7-13

FEATURE DOCUMENTARY
FRIDAY | MARCH 4, 2022
1:00 PM | GALLERY THEATRE: SOCIETY FOR ARTS
THE QUAY CO-OP U.S.

Premier (Documentary)
Directors: Emma Bowell, Eddie Noonan
Writers: Emma Bowell, Eddie Noonan
2021
The Quay Co-op tells the story of a wellknown building on Sullivan’s Quay in
Cork whose interiors have charted the
social, political and cultural changes
in contemporary Irish society over the
past forty years. The Quay Co-op’ has a
fascinating story to tell about the individuals
and groups who wanted to see Ireland
become a more progressive society in terms
of women’s rights, LGBTQ rights and other
social justice issues. Through interviews with
founding members and other activists we
learn about the early days of the Co-op’s
organic food shop and restaurant, what it
meant to work cooperatively for change and
how the food business managed not only
to survive but thrive. Remarkable changes
have occurred in Ireland in a relatively
short space of time, and we discover the
pivotal role the Quay Co-op played in that
transformation.
“…a beacon and often a life-raft for those
struggling to stay afloat in an Ireland that
was less than hospitable to anyone viewed
as different. “ The Irish Examiner
“Once a hub for progressive politics and a
sanctuary for those shut out by a theocratic
Ireland, …(it’s)become one of Cork city’s most
iconic and unconventional businesses.”
The Irish Examiner

ALSO SCREENING

FORERUNNER

Kevin Bennett & Dave Thorpe
International ultra-runner and lawyer,
Dr. Sinead Kane is the first visually
impaired athlete to complete 7
marathons on 7 continents in 7 days.
FORERUNNER follows Sinead’s
extraordinary daily life as she examines
her motivations and confronts the horrific
bullying and hardships she experienced
throughout her childhood.
PROGRAM TRT: 93 mins

VIRTUAL ACCESS MARCH 7-13
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SHORTS I: DOCUMENTARIES
FRIDAY| MARCH 4, 2022
3:30 PM | GALLERY THEATRE: SOCIETY FOR ARTS
These true stories recount memories of another time to dreams of happier ones to come,
lives lived to the fullest and lives looking for new beginnings. TRT: 95 mins

IN BETWEEN
LANDS

Laura Griffin
Laura, a Korean adoptee,
was raised in a small
Michigan town. She grew
up feeling American and
Caucasian, but continual
reminders over the years told
her otherwise.

MEMORY OF
MARIGA

Jules Charlton
When Irish cinematographer
Jules Charlton was a child he
got a ringside seat, through
his mother’s great friendship
with Mariga Guinness, to
the historic achievements of
Mariga and her husband
Desmond after they cofounded the Irish Georgian
Society and saved some of
Ireland’s greatest buildings
from speculation or ruin.

SYSTEM

FORGET ME NOT

Cian Geoghegan
Jerome reflects on his
experience in Direct Provision,
painting a picture of the
psychological toll the system
takes on the individual.

Siobhan Peterson
A daughter, Marylou, recalls
growing up with her father,
Joe, and his slow decay into
dementia.

OUTSIDE IN

John Desmond Kelly

Mark O’Toole
An immigrant recounts how
he and his family survived
during NYC’s historic
pandemic shutdown during
the spring of 2020 when 8 +
million people disappeared
from its streets. A personal
diary of a unique and
eerily empty & haunting
metropolis captured while
running through city streets,
embalmed in a state of
suspended animation. A
surreal experience of a
teeming city laid bare and the
hope for its future.
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VISIONARIES

Where Sight Fades, Music
Speaks. Three visually impaired
musicians explore the impact of
music on their lives.

THE SMALL STEPS

Al Butler
Three generations of Ireland’s
finest knifemakers live around
Bantry Bay, recounting the
small steps in their process of
knifemaking.

FEATURE FILM
FRIDAY | MARCH 4, 2022
6:00 PM | GALLERY THEATRE : SOCIETY FOR ARTS

ALSO SCREENING

DARKEY KELLEY

Katie McCann
In 1761 Dorcas “Darkey” Kelly
was tried and found guilty of
murder. On the night before
her execution a young priest
visits her in the hopes of saving
her immortal soul. But nothing
with Darkey is as it seems.

MEMENTO MORI

ONCE UPON A TIME IN IRELAND

U.S. Premier
Director: Conor Slattery
Writer: Gemma McCarthy, Conor Slattery
Producers: Keith O’Connell, Conor Slattery, Tracy Slattery
Cast: Conor Dwane, Coleman Hayes, Lorcan O’Neill,
Emmet Kelly, Conor Slattery
Cinematography: Kevin Mulcahy
Editor: Conor Slattery l Year: 2021
Director Conor Slattery will attend
Set in 1922 Civil War Ireland a band of Republican
IRA idealists are under siege in a tidal cave carved
into the beautiful, rugged wildness of the Irish Atlantic
coast. Outside awaits a bloodthirsty force of anti
IRA/pro treaty British supported troops. As the day
fades into night both sides talk about the future of
the nation from their point of view and as the tide
rises one group debates their chances of survival
while the other group their determination to wipe the
Republicans out. Shot in black and white the slow
burning film builds with tension and fear as the fate
of all the men is played out with more than a tinge of
sadness for a united country that never came to be.

Peter O’Flanagan
Post-mortem photographer
Mr. Huxley tends to his latest
subject: a mysterious young
woman – whose presence
conjures Huxley’s personal
demons, compelling him to
confront his narcissistic life.

THE KILLARNEY ECHO

(Macalla Chill Áirne)
Charles O’Brien
On a Victorian tour of
Killarney’s lakes, six people
are aboard, two boatmen
speak Irish, two women
English. One boatman’s
brother is on the run from the
police, one of the ladies has
lost her wedding ring. Irish
Language w/ subtitles.
PROGRAM TRT: 102 mins

VIRTUAL ACCESS MARCH 7-13
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FEATURE FILM
FRIDAY | MARCH 4, 2022
6:00 PM | THE LOGAN THEATRE

BICYCLE THIEVES: PUMPED UP U.S. Premier
Director: Conor O’Toole | Writer: Conor O’Toole | Producer: Gary Sheridan, Conor O’Toole
Cast: Roxanna Nic Liam, Meadhbh Haicéid, Donnacha O’Brien, Alison Spittle, Bryan Quinn
Cinematography: Eoghan O’Brien | Editor: Gary Sheridan | Music: Rachel Ní Chuinn | 2021
Mags (Roxanna Nic Liam) is a hot-headed
pizza delivery cyclist who reckons herself
to be entirely self-sufficient but is barely
getting by amidst Dublin’s property crisis.
She’s struggling to keep her job due to her
ferocious temper and keep up with the rent
increases her middle-class housemates can
easily afford. She longs to join a collective of
Couriers, the highest echelon of bicycle work
in the city, but when her bike is stolen and she
loses her job, her evection seems inevitable,
and her dreams crushed. With nowhere else
to go, Mags must hunt down the thief who
stole her bike and steal it back. But first Mags

must overcome her aversion to asking for
help if she’s going to succeed, because
this is no ordinary thief, she’s hunting …
Part investigative thriller, part heist, part
magical-realist action comedy, and
definitely a wild ride from start to finish.
ALSO SCREENING

DOUBLE YELLOW
Ruairi Heading

A nervous getaway driver waits while
his impulsive brother holds up a bank.
PROGRAM TRT: 97 mins

““ Fast pace and relatable humor make it a very enjoyable watch overall. O’Toole’s first
feature film hits the mark with its energy, creativity, and punchiness.” Film Ireland
“DIY ethos, a socially conscious spirit and a bold sense of homegrown humour”
HotPressNews
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SHORTS 2: TWISTS AND TURNS
FRIDAY | MARCH 4, 2022
8:30 PM | GALLERY THEATRE: SOCIETY FOR ARTS
Life has a way of going one way when we were planning on going the other and the results
can be life changing in more ways than you can imagine. TRT: 102 minutes
Various Directors will attend

MAGIC

Jo Halpin
Lauren gets a frantic phone
call from ex-boyfriend
Ciaran and arrives at his
apartment expecting him to
beg for her forgiveness.

THE CURE

Gordon Hickey
Craig’s friend suggests his
boss may be tampering with
his lifesaving research. After
stealing the data from his job
he sets out on a mission across
Dublin, but Craig’s journey
takes an ill-fated turn and he’s
forced to make a life-or-death
decision.

FOXGLOVE

Michel-David McKernan
Siobhán travels home to
reconcile with her past, the
memory of her mother and
her dying father.

Edwina Casey
When nervy Al has an
absurd encounter with
a stranger, he begins to
question his whole identity.

AFTERLIFE

SCRAP

Jamie O’Rourke
Ciaran and Michael become
friends one summer. But when
Michael, a Traveller, arrives
at Ciaran’s school for the new
term, will they stay friends?

ALGORITHM

SHADOWED
REFLECTIONS

Emma MacKenzie
Mark a traditionalist
immigrated to the USA from
Ireland with his wife Aoife
to achieve the American
Dream. Aoife yearns to
pursue her career but gave
it up to support her husband
and raise their daughter. The
discovery of a lie changes
everything.

Daniel Butler
A dark supernatural comedy
about a dead man who
discovers he’s a vampire.

DOLLAR GENERALS

Claire Downs,
Brenden Gallagher
A young ex-convict and her
boyfriend get jobs at a dollar
store in hopes of pulling a
cash-skimming scam that
quickly goes awry.
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FEATURE FILM
FRIDAY, MARCH 4, 2022
8:30 PM – THE LOGAN THEATRE

GATEWAY U.S. Premier
Director: Niall Owens | Writer: Niall Owens | Producer: Niall Owens
Cast: Tim Creed, Kevin Barry, Ian de Brí, Laurence Ubong Williams, Finbarr Stanton,
Joe Lyons, Fiona Hardy | Cinematography: Ger Murphy | Editor: John Walters
Music: Tony Langlois | 2021
Mike, a low-level drug dealer, is haunted by
a recent death. Unable to shake his waking
nightmare Mike’s business has suffered and he
and his gang are in debt to a ruthless supplier.
In need of quick cash, the gang plan to grow a
large amount of weed to settle the debt, now
all they need is a quiet place to grow it. When
Mike is given the address to an unassuming
abandoned house it would appear that their
problems are solved. But when confronted by
a locked door within the house unease starts to
form within the gang and old feuds being to fester.
As friendships unravel the house begins to enact
its own plan, the once locked door is now open
and like lambs to the slaughter the men are lured
one by one into the room, and once inside they
are confronted by the Gateway to evil.
12 | chicagoirishfilmfestival.com

ALSO SCREENING

TEMPVS

Jason Brannigan
When a mute patient begins to recite a
foreboding prayer, a child psychologist
recognizes the invocation from his own
childhood, a song that is a harbinger of a
monster he knows as The Tick Tock Man.
PROGRAM TRT: 93 mins
“With simple plot devices,
puzzling silences and an eerie
score, Niall Owens’ low-budget
psychological thriller manages to
build up a good dose of tension”
Cineuropa

VIRTUAL ACCESS MARCH 7-13

SHORTS 3: FAMILY TIME
SATURDAY | MARCH 5, 2022
1:00 PM | GALLERY THEATRE: SOCIETY FOR ARTS
Finding the wee folk, a lost pig, what’s inside a mysterious gift or a chance to read the “prayers
of the faithful” finds these kids using creative thinking to achieve their goals. TRT: 110 mins
Various directors will attend

RIAN

Keith O’Grady
A little boy wanting to get
adopted, finds himself in a
farm in Armagh and gets
himself into trouble.

IRISH MEADOWS

Maureen M. Miller
Little Louise and her friend
Irish Meadows have fun in
springtime dreams.

THE LOST PIG

RUTHLESS

Matthew McGuigan
It’s Belfast - early 70’s…
BOOM! Something’s in the
air and it’s not a bomb, it’s a
revolution and Glam Rock is
drowning out the noise.

CHERRY

Kate Stanley Brennan
Cherry’s journey to the
Xtravadance Grand
Prix Finals leads to an
unexpected outcome for
her ambitious mother who
has made sacrifices to get
her there.

DON’T OPEN ME
(NÃO ME ABRE)

Michael McCudden
Jojo and his dog Braços
receive a mysterious gift
and find that it’s important
to always judge on what is
on the inside.

Ciaran Crudden
James, a farmer facing
THE BOAT
bankruptcy, is forced to
David
Robinson
make the difficult decision
Bryan
Michael
Mills
to sell his pigs. When one of
A
boat
navigates
a
sea of
the pigs escapes, 13-yearmushrooms.
old Alice has a plan.

THE WAKE

Annika Cassidy
Three young brothers
attempt to navigate their
grandmother’s wake when
a bitter rivalry breaks out
over who will get to say the
prayers of the faithful at the
funeral mass.
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FEATURE FILM
SATURDAY | MARCH 5, 2022
3:30 PM |GALLERY THEATRE: SOCIETY FOR ARTS

WHERE THE MERROWS ROAM U.S.Premier
Director: Colin Hickey | Writer: Colin Hickey | Producer: Monica Lucia Navarro
Cast: Liam Cotter, Clara Rose Hickey, Louis Jacob, Clara Rose Hickey, Lucy Marten,
Saoirse McDonogh, Monica Lucia Navarro, Colin Hickey, Finn O’Donovan
Cinematography: Colin Hickey Editing: Colin Hickey | Music: Pipe Gaitan | 2021
An entirely dialogue-free, experimental
feature film following two separate stories
across six distinct chapters. A nonlinear
collage of reminiscences tracing the hazy
glow of childhood memory through to the
harsh light of adulthood. The film moves
between quick montages and long studied
images, of County Cork and our storytellers,
that provide the drama along with a luscious
soundtrack by Pipe Gaitan that changes as
often as the visuals moving the story forward.

After meeting at an abandoned bus stop a
young boy and a heartbroken woman form
an unexpected friendship.

Above all, “Where the Merrows
Roam” is the ultimate choose-yourown-adventure film. Film Threat

A man recites a Haiku, A Poem and A
Limerick that chronicle his journey of dealing
with depression over the past 13 years.

“…a film of huge ambition and yet
abject humility.” Screen Critix

PROGRAM TRT: 83 mins
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ALSO SCREENING

I’LL WAIT HERE
Tamryn Reinecke

A HAIKU TO MY MIND
VIA LIMERICK
Jonny Farrelly

VIRTUAL ACCESS MARCH 7-13

SHORTS 4: SPEAK UP
SATURDAY | MARCH 5, 2022
6:00 PM | GALLERY THEATRE: SOCIETY FOR ARTS
Faced with situations that seem insurmountable these stories are filled with people that
have decided to say what they want to say; damn the consequences. TRT: 103 min.
Various Directors will attend.

SHINE

Declan Curran
A man tries to express his
dreams and plan to his
family and friends.

DEBUTANTE

WOODPECKERS

Kamila Dydyna
Meg’s simple life revolves
around her duties as a
Jehovah’s Witness and a
platonic relationship with her
boyfriend Sam. It all goes
well until she is summoned to
a judicial committee hearing.

Owen Warren | 8 mins
A young man attempting
self-immolation for ‘a
worthy cause’, is delayed
by a broken match and a
passing jogger.

ACHERON

Paul Mulgrew
A young woman enters
trendy Café Malone
craving a good cup of tea.

FLANEUR

Alexandra Vetter
Flan is without a job or
family support. With
nowhere to go, Flan
wanders Dublin.

Tommy Creagh
Christy, a playwright in his
late twenties is stuck in a
creative rut as he constantly
clashes with his father.

TEA

TRICK SHOT

Christopher Deans
Three rogue IRA
volunteers plan to disrupt
the impending Good
Friday Agreement with a
pool table packed with
explosives.

CHICKEN OUT

GUARD UP

Tony Doyle
An Olympic-bound boxer’s
future is threatened when
his true identity is revealed.

Richard Keane
A cash strapped dad gets
a job as the mascot of a
chicken takeaway to make
ends meet for his family.
| 15

2022 AWARDS
CONSULATE OF IRELAND AWARD NOMINEES
Established to honor a short film that captures Ireland, it’s
spirit, history, or culture. The winner will be selected by the
current Consul General of Ireland–Chicago, Mr. Kevin
Byrne. This year’s nominees represent a multigenerational
knifemaking family , an unforgetable football match
between Limerick and Real Madrid, the founding of the
Irish Georgian Society, a fugitive in 1860’s Killarney and
a young boy looking for a new family.
• Memory of Mariga
Jules Charlton

Vote for the
Audience
Award!

• Sit Down Shut Up
Cian O’Conner
• The Killarney Echo
Charles O’Brien

HOW TO VOTE
FOR YOUR
FAVORITE
SHORTS!

• The Small Steps
Al Butler
• RIAN
Keith O’ Grady

FESTIVAL AWARD NOMINEES

Annual award given to a short film, either animation
or live action, that achieves excellence in creative
storytelling, cinematography and/or editing.

• An Irish Goodbye
• Shadowed Reflections
Tom Berkeley, Ross White
Emma Jayne Makenzie
• The Cure
Gordon Hickey

• Mam’s Old Chair
Sheena Walsh

• Cherry
Kate Stanley Brennan

ONE-MINUTE
IRISH AWARD
WINNER
Nosy Neighbor
Jake McKenna
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Everyone who has
an individual ticket
or a pass for this
year’s amazing Shorts
Programs will be able
to vote for their favorite
short. Just click the stars
below the film title you
want to vote for, submit
your vote and we will
have all the results
tallied up at the close of
the festival.
Voting is only available
on a mobile device not
on your tv.
Watch our social
media pages to
find out the 2022
audience award
Winners!

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE NOMINEES

FEATURE DOCUMENTARY
SATURDAY | MARCH 5, 2022
6:00 PM | THE LOGAN THEATRE

KEEP IT A SECRET Midwest Premier
Director: Sean Duggan | Writer: Sean Duggan |Producers: Sabine Krayenbühl, Carrie Radigan
Cast: Bo Vance, Davy Govan, Willie Britton, Brian Britton, Kevin Cavey, Vivienne Evans
Cinematography: Ken I. Smith | Editing: Jay Keuper
Music: Dina Coughlan, Rory McPartland 2021
Filmmaker Sean Duggan will attend
In 1972, every international sporting event in
Ireland was cancelled, except for one. Teams
from around the world were terrified to travel
to Ireland amid the height of The Troubles.
The only group of athletes bold enough
to risk traveling in Ireland at this turbulent
time were surfers. From around the globe
they descended upon the coastal village of
Lahinch for the 1972 Eurosurf Championship,
the largest surfing event in all of Europe and

“The stormiest of seas creates the most
thrilling of waves for those with the vision,
daring, and passion to ride them.” Belfast
Telegraph
“How the sport’s brave pioneers found
peace in the surf during the most violent
years of The Troubles.” Irish News

the competition that would put Irish surfing
on the map. Here surfers from both sides of
the divided island would forget about the
civil strife and celebrate their shared love of
the sport by riding Ireland’s majestic waves.
Even surfers from England would defy their
government’s intense pressure to boycott the
event for the endless freedom of the ocean.
ALSO SCREENING

SIT DOWN SHUT UP

Cian O’Connor
It’s 1980, Charlie Haughey is in office,
Ireland is in a recession, and a small soccer
club is about to face football royalty, Real
Madrid, in the first knockout round of the
European Cup. This is the story of three
Limerick players who played the game
of their lives that no one remembers.
PROGRAM TRT: 74 mins

VIRTUAL ACCESS MARCH 7-13
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FEATURE FILM
SATURDAY | MARCH 5, 2022
8:30 PM | GALLERY THEATRE: SOCIETY FOR ARTS

REDEMPTION OF A ROGUE Chicago Premier
Director: Philip Doherty | Writer: Philip Doherty | Producers: Emma Foley, Tamryn Reinecke
Cast: Aaron Monahan, Aisling O’Mara, Kieran Roche, Pat McCabe, Liz Fitzgibbon,
Kevin McGahern | Cinematography: Burschi Wojnar | Editing: Allyn Quigley
Music: Robbie Perry | 2020
A bible, black comedy about a prodigal son
returning to his hometown to seek salvation
for his sins. Jimmy is a nihilist with a hilariously
bleak view on life. He carries a black doctor’s
bag around with him containing the rope
he plans to hang himself with when he
returns home to the cold austere beauty of
Ballylough, in West Cavan, to say goodbye
to his family. There his brother, Damien, has
been stuck looking after their sick father
for seven years. He is consumed with
bitterness and self-righteousness at Jimmy’s
disappearance. As soon as Jimmy visits his
…the funniest Irish movie in a generation
Irish Examiner
An absurdly Irish tragi-comedy
Entertainment.ie
“It is both tongue in cheek and hand on
heart at the same time – and that is to be
applauded” BBC News ‘The Film Review’
18 | chicagoirishfilmfestival.com

ailing father, he dies. The second his father
breaths his last, the thunder rumbles and the
rain starts to pour. And there is a condition in
the will… that his father cannot be buried on a
wet day. Jimmy is stuck in his hometown until
the rain stops. Stuck in this ‘Groundhog Daylike’ purgatory, days roll into weeks as Jimmy
seeks redemption and then through love he
finds it in the most sacrificial and outlandish
manner possible.
ALSO SCREENING

IN THE ROOM

Jonathan Hughes
An actor lets slip some refreshingly frank
comments to the unseen casting director

NOSY NEIGHBOR

Jake McKenna
We all have a neighbor like this.
PROGRAM TRT: 106 mins

FEATURE FILM
SATURDAY | MARCH 5, 2022
8:30 PM | THE LOGAN THEATRE

HILLWALKERS Chicago Premier
Director: Philip Doherty | Writer: Philip Doherty | Producers: Emma Foley, Tamryn Reinecke
Cast: Aaron Monahan, Aisling O’Mara, Kieran Roche, Pat McCabe, Liz Fitzgibbon,
Kevin McGahern | Cinematography: Burschi Wojnar | Editing: Allyn Quigley
Music: Robbie Perry | 2020
For five city friends, a day out hiking for
charity in the Irish countryside of Glenkill
takes a turn for the worse when one of
them suffers an accident. Forced to look
for a shortcut off the mountain, the friends
cross onto private property in an effort to
get back to the main road ignoring all the”
No Trespassing” and “Keep Out” signs
and inadvertently stumbling upon some
illegally killed wildlife. When confronted by
the landowners with a seemingly friendly
offer of help the friends find themselves at
an isolated farm and soon realize getting
help is the least of their problems. A slow
burning confrontation eventually descends
into violence as the friends become trapped
in a deadly battle for survival against a
deranged and ruthless psychopath.

ALSO SCREENING

MY BRAIN IN BLUE LIGHT

Ellen Morris
A poetic reflection on adapting to the confined
and technological way of living ushered in by
Covid-19 restrictions. The film examines how
the home has moved from a place of respite to
a place of stagnation during Ireland’s second
lockdown.

YOU ARE HERE

Will McConnell
Two brothers plan to spend quality time
together on a weekend hike, but when things
go wrong they are forced to confront a rift in
their relationship.
PROGRAM TRT: 100 mins

“ A bogland terror, a desolate landscape,
human prey outgunned; but what bands
the city folks together tears the country
folk apart.” Dublin Inquirer

VIRTUAL ACCESS MARCH 7-13
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VIRTUAL PRESENTATONS
FEATURE DOCUMENTARY

ALIQUIPPA, PA:
IT’S ALL ABOUT THE PEOPLE
World Premier

Directors: Peter Kincaid, Bernadette Callaghan
Producers: Valerie Smith, Peter Kincaid, Bernadette Callaghan 2021
60 mins
The story of how the community of one
small American city has survived economic
devastation. How Maria Rubino and
her well known beauty salon continue
to survive and thrive. How Mayor Dwan
Walker focuses his charismatic commitment
and determination to turn the city’s future
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around. And how the shining light in
Aliquippa’s history, the high school football
team, continues to provide top talent to
colleges and the NFL through the 21-year
long dedication of legendary coach Mike
Zmijanic. This film highlights what the word
community means in America today.
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FEATURE FILM

THE MALTESE CONNECTION
Chicago Premier

Director: Danny Patrick
Writers: Emily Corcoran, Danny Patrick
Producers: Alison Fenton, Danny Patrick | Cast: Rosa Coduri, Shane Robinson,
Jack Pence, Nicola Wren, Matt Healy, Seamus Ball, Flora Spencer-Longhurst
Cinematography: Michael Miles | Editing: Danny Patrick
Music: Paul Casey, Gabriele Salomoni l 2021, 94 min
When female British agent Aureille is sent to
Ireland to investigate the robbery of bearer
bonds by Rory Baker, a simple heist turns into
a mad race against double agents, ruthless
black-market brokers, love smitten hit men and

a priest that can definitely not be trusted.
Betrayed and set up Aureille goes rogue
in Malta, dodging Baker’s painfully
inept hit men and worse, her own boss
Miranda.

VIRTUAL ACCESS MARCH 7-13
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FEATURE DOCUMENTARY

THE BLUE SHROUD
U.S. Premier

Director: Jonathan C. Creasy | Writer: Jonathan C. Creasy
Producers: Neil Guerin, Maura McDonnell
Cast: Barry Guy, Maya Homburger, Benjamin Dwyer, Savina Yannatou
2020, 61 mins
This intriguing documentary is based on
three historical events: the 1937 bombing of
Guernica during the Spanish Civil War (the
first deliberate aerial bombing of a civilian
population and a prelude to the devastation
of the Second World War); Pablo Picasso’s
response to that atrocity in his iconic 1937
painting, Guernica; and the moment in
2003, when a tapestry reproduction of
Picasso’s painting at the United Nations
Security Council was obscured by a blue
drape (the Blue Shroud) as Colin Powell
made the case for the U.S. invasion of Iraq.
The famed composer Barry Guy has
created a moving, masterful response to
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this historical shame and political hypocrisy,
a crowning achievement in the composer’s
legendary fifty-year career in music. Filmed
in Ireland, Switzerland and London, The Blue
Shroud features fourteen musicians from
ten countries, including Irish guitarist and
composer Benjamin Dwyer and Irish poet
Kerry Hardie, whose poem “Symbols of
Guernica” is used as the text sung by Greek
vocalist Savina Yannatou.
“The film is an argument for the power
of artistic collaboration to break down
boundaries and borders. Rooted in history,
it presents a powerful message for the
present day. “ director Jonathan Creasy
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SHORTS A: FAMILY FIRST
As the saying goes “you can pick your friends, but not your family” but that doesn’t stop
a few of these young people from making decisions not everyone may like. 80 mins

CHICKEN OUT
Richard Keane

A cash-strapped dad gets
a job as the mascot of a
chicken takeaway to make
ends meet for his young
family. They need to fly
the nest of his overbearing
mother, but can the plucky
dad make it dressed as a
giant chicken?

SHINE

Declan Curran
A young man struggles to
express his dreams and
ambitions to his traditional
family and friends.

MAM’S OLD CHAIR
Sheena Walsh

THE WAKE

Annika Cassidy

A story about community,
memories and the joy
that can be garnered
from a simple object. The
chance find of an old chair
highlights how locally
sourced items can be
recycled and reused for
generations.

Three young brothers
attempt to navigate their
grandmother’s wake when
a bitter rivalry breaks out
over who will get to say the
prayers of the faithful at the
funeral mass.

DOUBLE YELLOW

AN IRISH
GOODBYE

Ruairí Heading

A nervous getaway driver
waits while his impulsive
brother holds up a bank.

Tom Berkeley, Ross White
A black comedy following
the reunion of estranged
brothers Turlough (Seamus
O’Hara) and Lorcan (James
Martin) after the untimely
death of their mother and
Lorcan’s desire to complete
her unfulfilled bucket list of
wishes….all one-hundred
of them.
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SHORTS B: LET’S TALK ABOUT IT!
What did you say? A selection of films that have a lot to say about communicating
with others and self-respect and some interesting ways of saying it. 76 mins

I’LL WAIT HERE

WOODPECKERS

Tamryn Reinecke

After meeting at an
abandoned bus stop
a young boy and a
heartbroken woman form
an unexpected friendship.

Owen Warren

TEA

Paul Mulgrew

A young man attempts to
commit self-immolation
for ‘a worthy cause’, only
for a broken match and a
concerned passing jogger
to cause a slight delay in his
plans.

A happy-go-lucky young
woman enters trendy Café
Malone craving one of
her pleasures in life, a
good cup of tea. But she’s
met with derision by the
pretentious barista...

YOU ARE HERE

IN THE ROOM

Will McConnell

Jonathan Hughes

Two brothers plan to spend
quality time together on a
weekend hike, but when
things go wrong they are
forced to confront a rift in
their relationship.

While auditioning, James lets
slip some refreshingly frank
comments to the unseen
casting director.

GUARD UP
Tony Doyle

An Olympic-bound boxer
believes his future is in
doubt when his true identity
is revealed.

MAGIC
Jo Halpin

Lauren gets a frantic phone
call from ex-boyfriend
Ciaran and arrives at his
apartment expecting him to
beg for her forgiveness.
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NOSY NEIGHBOR
Jake McKenna

We all have a neighbor
like this.
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SHORTS C: CHANGE OF PLANS
What happens when your entire world is turned totally upside down? What will you
do? Who can you trust? Can you start over, and do you want to? 83 mins

DEBUTANTE

THE CURE

Kamila Dydyna

Gordon Hickey

Meg’s simple life revolves
around her duties as a
Jehovah’s Witness and
a platonic relationship
with her boyfriend Sam.
It all goes well until she is
summoned to a judicial
committee hearing, where
three well-meaning
congregation elders shatter
her carefully constructed
world.

Craig’s friend suggests his
boss may be tampering with
his lifesaving research.
After stealing the data from
his job he sets out on a
mission across Dublin, but
Craig’s journey takes an
ill-fated turn and he’s forced
to make a life-or-death
decision.

SHADOWED
REFLECTIONS
Emma MacKenzie

Mark and Aoife have
immigrated to the USA
from Ireland to achieve the
American Dream. Aoife
yearns to pursue her career
but gave it up to support
her husband and raise their
daughter. The discovery of
a lie changes everything.

TRICK SHOT

Christopher Deans
Three rogue IRA
volunteers plan to disrupt
the impending Good
Friday Agreement with a
pool table packed with
explosives ready to be
shipped off to a pub, but
nerves are tested, and
loyalties questioned when
one of them attempts a
reckless trick-shot.

AFTERLIFE
Daniel Butler

A dark supernatural
comedy about a dead
man who discovers he’s a
vampire and is persuaded
to go through with his own
wake in order to enjoy his
‘afterlife.’

DOLLAR GENERALS
Claire Downs,
Brenden Gallagher

A young ex-convict and
her boyfriend get jobs at
a dollar store in hopes of
pulling a cash-skimming
scam that quickly goes
awry.
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SHORTS D: REFLECTIONS
The past seemed so clear, the future quite murky, as decisions are pondered and
ultimately made, but at what cost to the spirit, the soul or the psyche? 80 mins

ACHERON

Tommy Creagh
Christy, a playwright in his
late twenties is stuck in a
creative rut as he constantly
clashes with his father.

MEMEMTO MORI
Peter O’Flanagan

Post-mortem photographer
Mr. Huxley tends to his
latest subject: a mysterious
young woman - whose
presence conjures Huxley’s
personal demons,
compelling him to confront
his narcissistic life.

DARKEY KELLEY

Katie McCann
In 1761 Dorcas “Darkey”
Kelly was tried and found
guilty of murder. On the
night before her execution
a young priest visits her
in the hopes of saving her
immortal soul. But nothing
with Darkey is as it seems.

Flan is without a job or
family support. With
nowhere to go, Flan
wanders Dublin.

THE BOAT

David Robinson
Bryan Michael Mills

THE KILLARNEY
ECHO (MACALLA
CHILL ÁIRNE)

A boat navigates a sea of
mushrooms.

Charlie O’Brien

On a Victorian tour of
Killarney’s lakes, six people
are aboard, two boatmen
speak Irish, two women
English. One boatman’s
brother is on the run from
the police, one of the ladies
ALGORITHM
has lost her wedding ring.
Edwina Casey
When nervy Al has an absurd Irish Language w/ subitles
encounter with a stranger, he
begins to question his whole
identity. Set in the not-toodistant future.
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FLANEUR

Alexandra Vetter

SCRAP

Jamie O’Rourke
Ciaran and Michael
become friends one summer.
But when Michael, a
Traveller, arrives at Ciaran’s
school for the new term, will
they stay friends?
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SHORTS E: TINY LESSONS, MIGHTY VOICES
Whether it’s a new record, a new home or a new marketing plan these kids know what
they want and have very creative plans for getting it. 80 mins

CHERRY

Kate Stanley Brennan
Cherry’s journey to the
Xtravadance Grand
Prix Finals leads to an
unexpected outcome for
her ambitious mother who
has made sacrifices to get
her there. Cherry, however,
would rather be covered in
soccer mud than a fake tan.

RIAN

Keith O’Grady
A little boy wanting to get
adopted, finds himself in
a farm in Armagh, getting
himself into scrapes and
trouble.

DON’T OPEN ME
(NÃO ME ABRE)
Michael McCudden

6-year-old Jojo and his dog
Braços receive a mysterious
gift from the sky and find
that it’s important to always
judge on what is on the
inside.

IRISH MEADOWS
Maureen M. Miller

Fanciful frolics ensue when
little Louise and her friend
Irish Meadows have fun
in springtime dreams,
together.

RUTHLESS

THE LOST PIG

It’s Belfast - early 70’s…
BOOM! Something’s in
the air and it’s not a bomb,
it’s a revolution. Glam
Rock is drowning out the
noise of armored cars. As
British soldiers patrol the
streets, kids are glued to
Top Of The Pops, entranced
by Marc Bolan, the
androgynous, satin-clad,
glitter-god.

James, a farmer staring
down the barrel of
impending bankruptcy, is
forced to make the difficult
decision to sell his beloved
pigs for meat. When
one of the pigs escapes,
13-year-old Alice suggests
a far-fetched idea to save
the farm.

Matthew McGuigan

Ciaran Crudden
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SHORT DOCS A: STORIES TO REMEMBER
From the founding of the Irish Georgian Society by Mariga and Desmond Guinness in
1958 to a David vs Goliath 1980 Limerick vs Real Madrid soccer match these stories are
more than memorable. 69 mins

THE SMALL STEPS

VISIONARIES

Al Butler
Three generations of
Ireland’s finest knifemakers
live around Bantry Bay,
between Schull and
Glengarriff, recounting
the small steps they follow
through their process of
knifemaking.

John Desmond Kelly
Where Sight Fades, Music
Speaks. Three visually
impaired musicians explore
the impact of music on their
lives.

MEMORY OF
MARIGA

FORGET ME NOT

Jules Charlton
When Irish cinematographer
Jules Charlton was a small
child he got a ringside seat,
through his mother’s great
friendship with Mariga
Guinness, to the historic
achievements of Mariga and
her husband Desmond after
they co-founded the Irish
Georgian Society and saved
some of Ireland’s greatest
buildings - such as Castletown
House in Co. Kildare - from
speculation or ruin.

Siobhan Peterson
A daughter, Marylou,
recalls growing up with her
father, Joe, and his slow
decay into dementia.
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MY BRAIN IN BLUE
LIGHT

Ellen Morris
A poetic reflection on
adapting to the confined
and technological way
of living ushered in by
Covid-19 restrictions. The
film examines how the home
has moved from a place
of respite to a place of
stagnation during Ireland’s
second lockdown.

SIT DOWN
SHUT UP

Cian O’Connor
It’s 1980, Charlie Haughey
is in office, Ireland is in
a recession, and a small
soccer club is about to
face football royalty, Real
Madrid, in the first knockout
round of the European
Cup. This is the story of
three Limerick players
who played the game
of their lives that no one
remembers.
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SHORT DOCS B: LIVING LIFE
Five fascinating films that look at life’s ever-changing situations with honesty and perspective
as people navigate Direct Provisions, Covid-19, adoption, and personal hardships. 68 mins

FORERUNNER

Kevin Bennett
Dave Thorpe
International ultra-runner
and lawyer, Dr. Sinead
Kane is the first visually
impaired athlete to
complete 7 marathons on
7 continents in 7 days.
FORERUNNER follows
Sinead’s extraordinary
daily life as she examines
her motivations and
confronts the horrific
bullying and hardships she
experienced throughout her
childhood.

A HAIKU TO MY
MIND VIA LIMERICK

Jonny Farrelly
A man recites a Haiku, a
Poem and a Limerick that
chronicle his journey of
dealing with depression
over the past 13 years.

IN BETWEEN
LANDS

Laura Griffin
Laura, a Korean adoptee,
was raised in a small
Michigan town. She grew
up feeling American and
Caucasian, but continual
reminders over the years
told her otherwise...
returning to South Korea in
search of belonging and
understanding she discovers
just how Asian or non-asian
she is.

SYSTEM

Cian Geoghegan
Jerome reflects on his
experience in Direct
Provision, painting a picture
of the psychological toll
the system takes on the
individual.

OUTSIDE IN

Mark O’Toole
An immigrant recounts
how he and his family
survived during NYC’s
historic pandemic shutdown
during the spring of
2020 when 8 + million
people disappeared from
its streets. A personal
diary of a unique and
eerily empty & haunting
metropolis captured while
running through city streets,
embalmed in a state of
suspended animation. A
surreal experience of a
teeming city laid bare and
the hope for its future.
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PARTNER PROGRAM

The Chicago Irish Film Festival delighted to be partnering with Dublin Animation Film
Festival for two special programs created by some of Ireland’s most talented animators.

PROGRAM A:

PROGRAM B:

Family friendly films recommended
for children 8 and up

Thought provoking films for
children 11 and up.

THE GHOST DOG

PURSUIT

Jamie Posadas

MARCOPOLIS
Joel Simon

FLY AWAY
Matt Smith

THE ADVENTURES OF
MR PINEAPPLE

Jacob Mattheus, Terence Harrison

A MINOR TALE

Lobhar Stokes Rodriguez

SUNRIDE
Deither Kirby Jay

THE LATE SHIFT
Dylan Yap

DID YOU HEAR ABOUT HER DAD
Jessica Patterson

ALIENATED

Amy Harrington

Robyn Coleman, Dayna Crossan

and more...

and more...
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!
Presenting Sponsor

Festival Sponsors

Special Thanks to
CIFF BOARD AND STAFF
BOARD OF DIRECTORS FESTIVAL STAFF
• Aris Byrne
• Ayman Hishmeh video
• Ferdia Doherty
• Chris Matusek design
• Imelda Gallagher
• Laura Slonskis design
• Edward Galvin
• John McEnaeny
• Angela MacLaughlin
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FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA

chicagoirishfilmfestival.com | #ChicagoIrishFF
info@chicagoirishfilmfestival.com
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